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Presentation Outline

• Define G.R.I.T. and background information

• Current G.R.I.T. Programs

• Best Practices

• Key Takeaways

• Q & A



Why G.R.I.T.?
Generate Resilient Individual Thoughts

Employer Feedback Career Services Curriculum



Escape Room



Escape Room
Logistics

• 2 distinct rooms with different themes

• Discovered puzzle ideas online

• Set rooms up on campus

• Used blue tape to mark “do not touch”

• Monitored from next room using Zoom

• Keep reset time in mind

• Structured debrief at end



Escape Room: G.R.I.T. Challenge

Two-Day Escape Room Challenge

• Corporate Sponsorship: Schmieding Produce

• 8 teams sign up to compete on day 1

• Top 3 teams move on to day 2

• First place winners: Ozark Escape with sponsors!



Island Survival

• Surprise class or meeting

• Assign student groups

• Send students to grab supplies

• Start challenge

• Disruptions, good and bad

• Corporate partner debrief at end



Island Survival: SAMPLE

Your team is part of a group visiting a research station in Antarctica. One of the researchers owns a very 
small airplane and offers to take you all on a tour of a wildlife observation area a little over 100 miles 
from the station. On the way there, the plane begins to lose control because of a severe windstorm. The 
pilot steadies the craft and lands safely at the observation site. When leaving the site, the wind picks 
back up and pushes you significantly off course where you crash on a large frozen island far away from 
your destination. The front of the plane containing the pilot continues far past the island, and your team 
is left behind with parts of the crash scattered all around. Everyone seems to have survived the crash 
with a few minor scratches, but the oldest person in your group also has a broken right arm. You all 
gather together and assess the debris around you. Each person is wearing properly warm attire 
(underwear, a warm base layer, shirt and pants, insulated outerwear, multiple layers of thick socks, 
boots, gloves, and a hat/earwear). There are a few items that can be salvaged from the wreckage: 3 
broken airplane seats, a first aid kit with a few small bandages, gauze, adhesive tape, tweezers, and a 
pair of latex gloves, 2 one-gallon jugs of clean water, 4 emergency blankets, and the rear section of the 
plane (approximately 6 feet long). See the other documents in this folder to learn more about the island.



Island Survival: SAMPLE

Island Size: Approximately 1 square mile

Climate: Dangerously cold temperatures, constantly below -20⁰F, strong winds, long periods of 
darkness or constant sunlight

Terrain: Mountains with flat valleys between, covered in solid ice

Wildlife: Penguins, whales, orcas, colossal squid, fish, seals, invertebrates

Vegetation: Almost none – a small smattering of mosses, algae, and fungi near mountains

Fresh Water: Snow and ice

Main Concerns: Extreme freezing temperature, constant strong winds



Island Survival: SAMPLE



Island Survival: SAMPLE

• In your team, develop a plan for all of you to survive 7 days on the island. After 7 days, a rescue team 
will be searching near your area via helicopter, but you will need to develop a strategy that will help 
the rescuers locate your team on the island. The only resources available to you are those mentioned 
above and the items in your backpack. Your team will have 20 minutes to create an action plan. As 
you plan, think about the following:

• What is your overall action plan?
– What will you prioritize first? How will responsibilities be assigned among your teammates? How will you 

utilize the items you have with you on the island?

• What will you eat to survive?
– How will you obtain that food source? How will you prepare it?

• How will you obtain clean water?
– Will there be enough for everyone on your team to survive for 7 days?

• Where on the island will you set up a shelter or home base?
– What elements will your shelter protect you from?

• How will you make yourselves noticed by the rescue team?



Classroom Takeover

• Surprise class or meeting

• Start with G.R.I.T. discussion

• Assign teams based on proximity

• 4-5 games, completed in rounds

• Debrief between rounds



Classroom Takeover
Games Used

• Knot Easy

• Everybody Plays

• Bird Box Challenge

• Rebus Puzzles

• Stacked

• Impromptu Presentation



Classroom Takeover: STACKED

Directions:

• Build a pyramid with cups

• DO NOT touch the cups with your hands!

• Use only the materials provided

• 2 minutes to complete

• Hands up to earn your rank



Best Practices: Debriefing

Escape Room

• Handling Frustration

• Seeking Help

• Problem-solving

• Failure

Island Survival

• Ambiguity

• Critical Thinking

• Disruption

• Prioritization

Classroom Takeover

• Following Directions

• Perseverance

• Bounce-back

• Growth Mindset

Teamwork and Communication



Best Practices: Student Participation

Faculty Class Invitations

• Substitute class

• Part of lesson

• In place of career services 
presentation

Campus Collaborations

• Business Living Learning Community

• Leadership Walton

• Academic Success & Retention 
Workshops



Best Practices: Assessment

Net Promoter Score Online Survey

• 9 Questions

– 2 general attitude about programs

– 2 G.R.I.T. understanding

– 2 content appropriateness

– 2 open response

• Like

• Don’t like

• What to change



Key Takeaways

• Student classification differences (FR, SO, JR, SR)

• Special groups (BLLC, Honors, LW)

• Faculty involvement (in class vs. absent)

• Appropriate scheduling (early vs. late in semester)

• Employer support



Questions?



Contact Us!

• Email: wcobcdc@walton.uark.edu

• Website: walton.uark.edu/career

• LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/waltoncareerservices/

• Instagram: @hireWALTON


